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bstract

In this study, the steady-state performance and dynamic behavior of a commercial 10-cell Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cell stack
as experimentally investigated using a self-developed PEM fuel cell test stand. The start-up characteristics of the stack to different current loads

nd dynamic responses after current step-up to an elevated load were investigated. The stack voltage was observed to experience oscillation at air
xcess coefficient of 2 due to the flooding/recovery cycle of part of the cells. In order to correlate the stack voltage with the pressure drop across

he cathode/anode, fast Fourier transform was performed. Dominant frequency of pressure drop signal was obtained to indicate the water behavior
n cathode/anode, thereby predicting the stack voltage change. Such relationship between frequency of pressure drop and stack voltage was found
nd summarized. This provides an innovative approach to utilize frequency of pressure drop signal as a diagnostic tool for PEM fuel cell stack
ynamic behaviors.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The PEM fuel cell has been regarded as an ideal power source
or a variety of applications due to its significant advantages,
.e., high efficiency, low emission, silence and simplicity [1].
resently, the PEM fuel cell is the top contender under research
nd development compared with other mainstream types of fuel
ells. This is mainly because the PEM fuel cell has high power
ensity and low operating temperature. Due to the complex
hysics behind PEM fuel cell electrochemistry, the dynamic
ehaviors of PEM fuel cell have not been fully studied and
nderstood. Also, the transience of PEM fuel cell after start-
p/load-change is more difficult to model than the steady-state
erformance. It has been gradually realized that studies on the
ynamic behaviors is extremely important as the fuel cell stack
ill always experience transience during start-up, shutdown
nd switch of power requirement in portable and automotive
pplications. Identification of the physics behind the dynamic
ehaviors, the proposal of diagnostic tools and corresponding
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ontrol method during transience will provide potential solu-
ions for improving stack durability, efficiency and optimizing
ystem development.

Many modeling studies on PEM fuel cells have been per-
ormed. In this paper, the authors focus on the dynamic modeling
tudies. One of the earliest dynamic models was developed by
mphlett et al. [2], which predicted the cell voltage, power and

tack temperature as a function of time when the stack experi-
nced perturbations. They considered the stack as a whole (with-
ut consideration of temperature gradient and local current vari-
tion) to develop the model as it was the earliest attempt in mod-
ling study. Shan and Choe [3] developed an improved dynamic
odel for PEM fuel cell stack considering temperature effects.
hey conducted simulations to analyze start-up behaviors and

he performance of the stack in conjunction with the cells. Yan et
l. [4] extended their previous steady model of reactant transport
o an unsteady one, which was employed to examine the transient
ransport characteristics and the system performance of PEM
uel cells. Their model was based on the assumption of two-
imensional mass transport in the cathode. Recently Shimpalee

t al. [5,6] used a commercial computational fluid dynamics
CFD) solver to simulate the transient response of a PEM fuel
ell subjected to a variable load and particularly focused on
he overshoot/undershoot behavior under different flow stoi-
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dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.11.038
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hiometry conditions. Their modeling study was based on their
revious experimental observation of overshoot/undershoot in
ransience [7,8]. Yu et al. [9] developed a water and thermal

anagement model to study the steady-state and dynamic per-
ormance of a Ballard® PEM fuel cell stack, a commercially
vailable product. Their results showed the stack taking about
0–40 min to reach the steady-state conditions, which was fur-
her verified by the real operation. Wu et al. [10] considered four

ain transient processes in a PEM fuel cell including species
ransport, electric double layer charge/discharge, membrane
ydration/dehydration and heat transfer and proposed a rigorous
ransient model accounting for all four transient mechanisms.
heir model, although adopting a two-dimensional model-

ng domain, is one of the most comprehensive and advanced
urrently available in the literature. Wang and Wang [11,12]
eveloped a three dimensional dynamic model considering all
he important transient processes in PEM fuel cells including gas
ransport, water accumulation in the membrane and double layer
ischarge. Their model is also one of the most advanced in open
iterature, which features the prediction of overshoot/undershoot
uring step changes under some operating conditions.

Experimental studies on PEM fuel cell dynamic behavior are
ew in open literature. Hamelin et al. [13] studied the transience
f a PEM fuel cell under fast load communications and reported
he faster fuel cell system response time than the load communi-
ations. Kim et al. [7,8] reported the influences of reservoirs, fuel
ilution and gas stoichiometry on the dynamic behaviors during
oad changes and they observed the overshoot/undershoot of the
urrent density during cell voltage switch. This is an important
henomenon that indicates the physics of the dynamic behaviors
f PEM fuel cells, however it is still not well understood and con-
rolled. Recently Yan et al. [14] conducted an investigation on the
ynamic behaviors of PEM fuel cells under a series of chang-
ng parameters, i.e., the feed gas humidity, temperature, feed
as stoichiometry, air pressure, fuel cell size and flow channel
attern. The authors reported that all of those parameters have
ignificant influence on the transient response. Although they
rovided an overall experimental data for validation of related
uel cell models, they did not focus on any parameter to further
dentify the effects on the transience. Philipps et al. [15] explored
he behaviors of a dynamically operated large-scale (11.5 kW)
uel cell system. Their research showed that a power-dependent
odulation of the feed gas pressure and flow rate was necessary

o achieve high energy efficiency.
It should be noted that although a number of experimen-

al studies have been performed on dynamic behavior of PEM
uel cells and found in the literature, the research is still at
nitial stages. Most publications display the bulk experimental
ata during the transience under various operating conditions.
onetheless, the significant physics that produces the unique

ransient response observed in the experiments, such as water
ooding and removal, have not been thoroughly studied and
nderstood. On the other hand, studies on the dynamic behaviors

f a PEM fuel cell stack are limited in the literature compared
ith those involving a single cell. Dynamic behavior of a single

ell and a stack is completely different, which can be theoreti-
ally explained by the more complicated mass transport, local
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urrent distribution and water management. Such difference has
lso been experimentally observed [14]. For example, it is evi-
ent that for dynamic behavior of a fuel cell stack, one or several
ells may experience serious output decay while others remain
n normal status, which is detrimental to the stack durability.
herefore, it is necessary and worthwhile to investigate the
ynamic behaviors of a stack so as to provide experimental data
or stack design and system control. Finally, the unstable volt-
ge has been observed as a significant phenomenon in dynamic
ehavior. However, few studies have focused to correlate such
oltage change in transience with pressure drop across cath-
de/anode, which is potentially a diagnostic tool for controlling
tack output. Barbir et al. [16] and He et al. [17] conducted pre-
iminary studies on pressure drop as a diagnostic tool for water
ooding in PEM fuel cell. Nevertheless, they investigated steady
ases only and did not explore the general relationship between
ressure drop and cell voltage. Consequently, their methodol-
gy and conclusion may not be applicable to different cases
lthough as a preliminary investigation their findings were of
reat significance. Numerically, Jiao et al. [18,19] reported the
nsteady pressure drop across the stack using FLUENT® aided
imulation, which was correlated with the liquid water transport
ehavior. Their study suggested that the pressure drop oscilla-
ion could be utilized as a diagnostic tool for water behavior.
here is hardly any other publication in literature that concerns
ressure drop as a diagnostic tool in fuel cell operation. A more
horough study on pressure drop as a diagnostic tool in dynamic
tack operation is thus very necessary, which not only aids the
nderstanding of physics in stack dynamic behaviors but also
xtends the previous research with regard to pressure drop.

. Experimental

In the present study a 10-cell commercial PEM fuel cell stack
rom Palcan Power Systems Inc., was operated under a variety of
onditions using the self-developed PEM fuel cell test stand. The
uthors would like to note that the overall performance of the
ommercial stack under test was not satisfactory with respect to
he maximum attainable current density. Conversely, the purpose
f the study was to explore the physics behind such phenomenon
hus is not aimed to show the superiority of the design of this
uel cell stack.

.1. Experimental setup

A PEM fuel cell test stand was self-developed as part of
he project. It can monitor and/or control all operating parame-
ers relating to PEM fuel cell performance including mass flow
ate of the reactants, absolute pressure of the reactants, pressure
rop across cathode/anode, stack temperature, gas temperature
t inlet/outlet, humidity of the reactants before entering the stack,
urrent drawn from stack and stack voltage and power. It fea-
ures self-developed LabVIEW codes that is friendly interfaced

ith users, which can implement the instrument control, display

nd record data in a real-time format, and monitor the necessary
arameters to prevent potential danger such as stack overheat-
ng. Not only the steady-state performance, but also the dynamic
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Table 1
Mass flow rate setting for steady-state cases

Air flow rate (SLPM) Hydrogen flow rate (SLPM)
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Table 3
Mass flow rate setting for current step-up cases

Current step Excess coefficient
for air

Excess coefficient
for hydrogen

Case 1

From 1 A to 2 A

1.5 1.2
From 1 A to 3 A
From 1 A to 4 A
From 1 A to 6 A

Case 2

From 1 A to 2 A

2.0 1.2
From 1 A to 3 A
From 1 A to 4 A
From 1 A to 6 A

Case 3

From 1 A to 2 A

3.0 1.2
From 1 A to 3 A
From 1 A to 4 A
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As shown in Fig. 1, the overall steady-state performance
improved with the increase in the air flow rate. At low current
ase 1 1.47, 1.97, 2.48, 2.95 0.603
ase 2 2.48 0.497, 0.623, 0.828

ehavior of PEM fuel cell can be investigated with the aid of the
est stand due to its programmable instrument control and data
ogging features.

.2. Steady-state cases

To investigate the steady-state performance, the electronic
oad was set to work under constant current mode. The current
as increased from 0.5 A to the maximum value the stack could
raw, with a step variance of 0.5 A. The voltage was recorded
hen it stabilized. In case 1 (refer to Table 1), the air flow rate
as varied whereas hydrogen flow rate was kept constant; in

ase 2, the hydrogen flow rate was varied whereas air flow rate
as kept constant. The system pressure during operation was 1

ocal atmosphere (the same for all other cases below) since both
node and cathode were open to the atmosphere. Mass flow rates
nd current drawn from the stack were controlled, whereas the
tack voltage, temperature and humidity were determined by
he electrochemistry and system configuration (the same for all
ther cases below). The current density was calculated at a given
ffective MEA area of 36 cm2.

.3. Start-up cases

To investigate the stack start-up characteristics (refer to
able 2), the stack was started from idle to 1 A, 2 A, 4 A, 6 A
urrent load, respectively, with stack voltage monitored and
ecorded. Based on the operating experience in the steady-state
ases, it was difficult to draw currents higher than 6.5 A from
he stack. Therefore those current setpoints represent different
oad levels. For every case, the mass flow rates of reactants were
etermined by excess coefficient, 2 for air and 1.2 for hydrogen.
he definition of excess coefficient at a given current load is as

ollows [20]:

= actually supplied mole number of air (oxygen) or hydrogen

theoretically consumed mole number of air (oxygen) or hydrogen
These excess coefficient values were selected in such a way
hat the stack voltage oscillations would be induced, which was
he focus of the study because the authors wanted to investigate
he physics behind such behavior.

able 2
ass flow rate setting for start-up cases

Start-up load level Excess coefficient
for air

Excess coefficient
for hydrogen

ase 1 From idle to 1 A load

2 1.2
ase 2 From idle to 2 A load
ase 3 From idle to 4 A load
ase 4 From idle to 6 A load
From 1 A to 6 A

.4. Current step-up cases

Current step-up cases were performed in a similar fashion
ith the start-up cases. Instead of idle, the stack was first sta-
ilized at 1 A current load, followed by increasing the current
etpoint to 2 A, 3 A, 4 A, 6 A, respectively. For both air and
ydrogen, the excess coefficient remained unchanged before
nd after current step-up. Thus the mass flow rate setpoints
ere increased together with the current setpoint at the moment

hat was referenced as zero. Table 3 summarizes the approach.
he air excess coefficient was varied in every sub-case whereas

he hydrogen excess coefficient was kept constant. This was
ecause the hydrogen excess coefficient had very limited influ-
nce on the stack dynamic behaviors as long as it was higher than
.1.

. Results and discussions

.1. Steady-state cases
Fig. 1. Stack polarization curve under different air flow rates.
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ensity, the difference was not obvious since even the lowest
ir flow rate (1.47 SLPM) corresponded to an excess coeffi-
ient higher than 4. At elevated current densities, the difference
ecame apparent. Since humidification of incoming gases was
erformed via the water collected in the humidifier at the down-
tream of the cathode outlet, incoming gases to the stack were
ot fully humidified to 100% RH. Usually only 60–80% RH was
eached. This contributed to the low current density, however it
as not the major contributor.
It should be noted that the final sharp drop of stack voltage

t current densities higher than 0.13 A cm−2 was not attributed
o the mass transport loss or drying out of membrane, which is
sually the reason for a single cell operation. Here such sharp
rop was an indication that several cells became inactive or
dead” (generating cell voltage lower than 0.1 V) at elevated
urrent density. Actually other cells, which were still working
roperly, maintained a satisfactory voltage output of 0.6–0.8 V.
or example, in the case of 2.95 SLPM for air flow rate, the
tack voltage was 3.1 V at current density of 0.18 A cm−2. This
id not indicate an average cell voltage of 0.31 V for all 10
ells, and the fact was that only four cells were working at
bout 0.7 V as an average, others being inactive. Such phe-
omenon was attributed to the fact that at elevated current
hose inactive cells suffered from flooding. In other words,
ery few or no reactants passed through those flooded cells
ue to their higher flow resistance compared with those under
ormal operation. This uneven distribution of mass flow rate
o different cells was a unique characteristic in stack opera-
ion, which will be further discussed in the dynamic behavior
ection below. A higher air flow rate is therefore preferred
n terms of better removal of water and prevention of flood-
ng.

Fig. 2 shows that the hydrogen flow rate had very limited
nfluence on the stack performance. Since the hydrogen sup-
ly rate was sufficient to maintain the reaction, the sharp drops
n stack voltage observed in all cases were due to the inactive
ells at elevated current load. In other words, the stack perfor-

ance was still determined by air flow rate. The same air flow

ates resulted in similar final stack voltage, i.e., three normally
orking cells.

Fig. 2. Stack polarization curve under different hydrogen flow rates.
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.2. Start-up cases

.2.1. Stack voltage responses
Fig. 3a shows how the stack voltage changed with time when

he stack was started from idle to 1 A load. The air flow rate
as low due to the low current load given a fix excess coeffi-

ient. With the reaction moving forward, additional water was
enerated but not removed smoothly due to the unknown prob-
ems in gas channel design and fabrication, as well as the low
ir flow rate. In addition to humidifying the membrane, liquid
ater accumulated and then flooded the electrode. Gradually,

dditional cells became inactive and stack voltage was observed
o experience sudden sharp drop when one more cell malfunc-
ioned. Because of the low air flow rate, or, its low capacity
o remove liquid water, inactive cells could not recover. When
here were only five cells working, the stack voltage appeared
o stop decreasing. This indicated that in addition to the elec-
rodes, cathode gas channels in those non-working cells may
ave been also blocked by liquid water so that air could hardly
ass through those cells. The average air flow rate at the chan-
els of the remaining five cells was therefore increased, which
xplains why those cells no longer suffered from electrode flood-
ng. Finally, the stack voltage was observed to be stable with five
ells working.

Fig. 3b and c (start-up to 2 A and 4 A, respectively) presents
bvious voltage oscillation compared with Fig. 3a. At an ele-
ated current load, the air flow rate was higher given the same
xcess coefficient. The reason for the oscillation is that the air
ow rate was not high enough for several (not all) cells to be
lways maintained without flooding; whereas the air flow rate
as high enough so that if too many channels were blocked by
ater (total gas channel cross-section area reduced and aver-

ge air flow rate increased), one or two inactive cells could
ecover when liquid water in the gas diffusion layer/channel
eing removed by air flow. The non-working cell during the
scillation may be arbitrary based on the observation in exper-
ments, i.e., one newly flooded cell may cause another one that
as previously inactive to recover. This can be attributed to the

act that although the average air flow rate was increased, it is
rbitrary to determine the cell in which water was first removed.
s soon as water in one cell’s channel was removed, the average
ow rate reduced and probably no additional cell could further
ecover due to insufficient air flow rate.

As shown in Fig. 3d, the stack voltage response from idle
o 6 A load is similar to previous cases except that finally the
tack voltage fell down to zero, all cells being flooded resulting
n cell inactivity. The final drop began at around 1800 s after
tart-up. It should be noted that after half an hour operation at
igh current, there was substantial amount of water accumu-
ated in the GDL and/or gas channel. Consequently, the increase
f average air flow rate due to generation of inactive cells (as
xplained above) was no longer sufficient to remove flooding
ater in other cells as in low current level cases. Furthermore,
s the air flow could only pass through the remaining working
ells, the average flow rates at such cells were greatly increased.
he authors would like to point out that during voltage oscilla-

ion, such average flow rate increase also existed, as analyzed
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ig. 3. (a) Stack voltage response when stack started from idle to 1 A load; (b
esponse when stack started from idle to 4 A load; (d) stack voltage response w

n previous paragraphs. However, the recovery of flooded cells
mmediately offset such increase. As mentioned, such recovery
id not occur during the voltage drop after 1800 s. The effect
f average flow rate increase, therefore, only imposed on those
emaining working cells, resulting in increased flow rate in those
ells. The unsteady flow-induced non-uniform local current may
enerate a great amount of water locally in a short time, which
ould flood the cell locally. Although the average current was
xed, the local current may vary due to the extremely high flow
ate resulted from uneven flow rate passing through the channel.
he non-uniform distribution in local current could accelerate
hen local flooding occurred; finally the whole cell was flooded.
his may explains the quick voltage decay to zero after 1800 s.

.2.2. Pressure drop responses in time domain
Fig. 4a shows the cathode (air)/anode (hydrogen) pressure

rop changes when the stack was started to 1 A load. The cath-
de pressure drop kept increasing since the average air flow rate

t the opening channels was increasing when additional channels
ecame blocked and the cells inactive. It is supported by the fact
hat the relatively abrupt increase of cathode pressure drop at
round 600 s and 1050 s corresponds to the stack voltage drop at

t
a
g
c

k voltage response when stack started from idle to 2 A load; (c) stack voltage
ack started from idle to 6 A load.

he same time in Fig. 3a. For the anode pressure drop, in addition
o those numerous small oscillations, which will be explained
ater, there were several large and apparent oscillations, as one
an see before 600 s and 1050 s. Again, such undershoots relate
o the stack voltage drop at that time. Because new inactive cells
ppeared at those moments due to cathode electrode flooding,
he hydrogen consuming rate, or, the rate of hydrogen ion gen-
ration at the catalyst sites was reduced before those moments.
he time delay between tack voltage drop and decrease of anode
ressure drop could be explained as follows: when the cathode
as diffusion layer was blocked by water, there was a certain
mount of air left at the catalyst layer, which could still sus-
ain the reaction for a while. Hence the stack voltage would not
mmediately drop. However, as soon as the gas diffusion layer
as blocked, the reaction rate at the cathode catalyst layer was

educed since oxygen was not replenished any longer; thereby
educing the hydrogen ion concentration gradient in the mem-
rane (unconsumed hydrogen ion accumulated). As a result,

he reactions that hydrogen was oxidized to hydrogen ions at
node catalyst layer would become much slower. As the hydro-
en flowed through the electrode without (or with minimal)
onsumption, the anode pressure drop reduced abruptly. Further-
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ig. 4. (a) Change of pressure drop with time when stack started from idle to
oad; (c) change of pressure drop with time when stack started from idle to 4 A

ore, the immediate increase of anode pressure drop after the
ndershoot was attributed to the back diffusion of liquid water
o the anode, which concurrently flooded the anode. The liq-
id water in the anode gas diffusion layer and/or channel would
inder the hydrogen flow, thereby increasing the pressure drop.
inally, the authors would like to address the abrupt increase of

he anode pressure drop right after 300 s, which corresponds to
he stack voltage drop at that time. Note that the cathode pressure
rop did not experience abrupt increase at around 300 s, which
uggests this stack voltage drop started from the anode flooding
nstead of cathode. It seems to be unusual; however considering
hat the stack had just started for 5 min, the liquid water resulting
node flooding may be the remaining water in the system after
revious operation.

Fig. 4b–d show the pressure drop changes when the stack
as started to higher current loads. The pressure drop signals in

hese cases contained increased frequency and high-peak oscil-
ations compared with Fig. 4a (notice the pressure drop axis
cale). Unfortunately, such signals could hardly be analyzed in

he time domain, much information being masked by oscillation.
ssentially, the high-frequency oscillation was due to the liquid
ater in the system. At elevated current, increased amounts of
ater could be present and the reactant flow disturbed more

c
s
t

ad; (b) change of pressure drop with time when stack started from idle to 2 A
(d) change of pressure drop with time when stack started from idle to 6 A load.

rbitrarily and frequently. Overall, such signals could still be
nalyzed without too many details. For example, in Fig. 4b the
node pressure drop increased with time before 4000 s due to the
ncrease of water amount at anode, experienced an undershoot
t around 4000 s due to the inactive cell generated at that time,
imilar to the case of start-up to 1 A load. However, such overall
nalysis is insufficient.

.2.3. Dominant frequency of the pressure drop signals
To combat this problem, the authors turned to the frequency

omain, aiming to find the relationship between pressure drop
nd stack voltage. Signals are converted from time domain to
requency domain through the Fourier transform. It converts the
ignal information to a magnitude and phase component of each
requency. Customarily the Fourier transform is converted to
he power spectrum, which is the magnitude of each frequency
omponent squared. The spectrum can be investigated to obtain
nformation of which frequencies are present in the input signal
nd/or which are significant components.
A fast Fourier transform (FFT) is an efficient algorithm to
ompute the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). For the pres-
ure drop signal, it was sampled every 0.16 s and recorded in
he data file. Therefore it could be considered a discrete data
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equence and FFT can be performed, although the pressure
rop itself was an analog signal. The details of FFT algorithm
s not presented here as in the study it was performed sim-
ly by related Matlab commands without knowing the internal
orkings.
To process the pressure drop data through FFT technique,

he authors would like to first introduce two self-defined param-
ters. “Window” is the data to be processed together by FFT.
or every start-up case, the duration was at least 1500 s; every
.16 s there was a pressure drop data, totally amount of data
as therefore tremendous. One needs to determine how many
ata to be processed at once so that the optimum power spec-
rum that facilitates analysis could be generated. The amount of
ata is termed “window size”. In Matlab codes developed for
rocessing pressure drop data using FFT, the authors applied
he algorithm that in every consecutive seven data, take the
rst one as the “window center”, that is, half of the window
ize applied to the data right before the center and half to
fter the center. In this way that point of data became the cen-
er of the window. Taking first data out of every consecutive
even as the window center was to separate window centers
y 0.96 s, roughly 1 s (time between two consecutive data is
.16 s). At each window center, identical data was captured
half window size) before and after to form one FFT processing
bject.

Note that the power spectrum obtained after performing
FT on the window would have numerous frequency com-
onents that show different power. The frequency having
aximum power obviously is the major component. How-

ver considering only the frequency at maximum power
ay not be reasonable especially when the second max-

mum power is very close to the maximum. Here the
uthors defined a parameter to describe the major frequency
omponent, which is termed “dominant frequency” of the
ressure drop signal:normalized dominant frequency = f1 ×

P1
P1+P2+P3

+ f2 × P2
P1+P2+P3

+ f3 × P3
P1+P2+P3

where P1 is the
aximum power and f1 the corresponding frequency, P2, P3 the

econd and third maximum power and f2, f3 is the corresponding
requencies.

The normalized dominant frequency indicated the major fre-
uency component by taking the frequencies with the largest
hree powers into account.

Starting from zero, window centers were located at the start
f every 0.96 s, where FFT were performed given a specific
indow size. However, the window size could not be applied to

ll window centers from zero to the end. If the half of the window
ize was larger than the amount of all available data between the
ero and window center, for example, the window center was
ocated at 0.96 s after start-up whereas the half window size was
0 data, which corresponds to 20 × 0.16 = 3.2 s, then the half
indow size changed to the amount of all data between zero

nd window center (0.96 s), with window size doubled. This
lgorithm also applies if the window center is approaching the

nd of time period for data recording, i.e., if the half window
ize is larger than the distance between end of time period and
indow center in terms of amount of data/time, the distance
etween automatically becomes the half window size.

c
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q
a
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Ultimately, the plot of time versus normalized dominant fre-
uency could be obtained at a time step of 0.96 s. Algorithms
entioned above and the plotting was performed by Matlab

odes. It should be noted that such plot was not unique since
he window size had not been specified. Different window sizes

ay generate different plots. Take an example of start-up to 1 A
ase (revisit Fig. 3a). As illustrated in Fig. 5 , the dominant fre-
uency of cathode pressure drop versus time plots are presented
n terms of different window sizes.

First, it should be noted that the maximum frequency did
ot exceed 3.125 Hz, which is half of the sampling frequency
f the pressure drop data (1/0.16 = 6.25 Hz). Such maximum
requency is also called Nyquist frequency in FFT algorithm.
his relationship has to be followed for performing FFT.
he normalized dominant frequency calculated by the largest

hree frequency components is obviously within the same
ange.

As shown in Fig. 5, a very small window size would pro-
uce unwanted noise or oscillations so that useful information
as still masked, whereas too large window size would reduce

requency peaks and remove some relatively low peaks, which
ay be a loss of important information. A medium window

ize, which is 504 data in this case, was the optimum, all major
eaks being shown but hardly noise. The criteria for window
ize selection can be summarized as:

1) show less noise (unless the oscillation cannot be removed
even with a large window size, which means dominant fre-
quency does oscillate with time);

2) retain significant peaks, especially those that are potentially
correlated with stack voltage increase/decrease;

3) small window size is preferred if above two being satis-
fied simultaneously, because small window size means less
delay if feedback control is performed to stabilize the stack
voltage. Also, small window size results larger frequency
peaks that are retained, which is preferred by testing instru-
ment.

The above criteria apply to dominant frequency plots in all
tart-up and current step-up cases. For other cases, only the plot
enerated under the optimum window size was presented, i.e.,
he comparison and selection process would no longer show
ue to the limited space. The following figures put together the
ominant frequency and stack voltage plots with time. As men-
ioned, the purpose was to establish the relationship between
ressure drop frequency and stack voltage, which is not so
lear if pressure drop signal analyzed only in the time domain.
nstead, the pressure drop signal was first processed in frequency
omain to obtain the dominant frequency. Such frequency is
xpected to correlate with stack voltage response during start-
p. The authors would like to also emphasize that the dominant
requency does not mean the physical changing frequency of
he pressure drop signal; it only indicates the major frequency

omponent of a series of samples. The focus of this study was
he relative trend of frequency change and not individual fre-
uency values, which is variable over different window sizes
nd sampling rates.
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.2.4. Dominant frequency of cathode pressure drop versus
tack voltage
As shown in Fig. 6a, when the stack was started from idle to
A load, the stack voltage drop, or, generation of the inactive
ell was predicted by one or several frequency peaks before.
requency peaks indicated that the water began to flood the gas

t
p
w
s

ig. 5. Dominant frequency vs. time plots under different window sizes ((a) window
88 data, or 46.08 s; (d) window size 432 data, or 69.12 s; (e) window size 504 data,
15.20 s).
r Sources 177 (2008) 83–95

iffusion layer and gas channel. Air flow was disturbed and pres-
ure drop became unstable, as can be found around 450 s. Then

he frequency became almost zero, which means air no longer
assed through this flooded cell. However, the stack voltage
as maintained for a while, because (1) the air left in electrode

ustained the reaction for a while at low current; (2) small volt-

size 36 data, or 5.76 s; (b) window size 144 data, or 23.04 s; (c) window size
or 80.64 s; (f) window size 576 data, or 92.16 s; (g) window size 720 data, or
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Fig. 5. (

ge reduction in this flooded cell was compensated by voltage

ncrease of other cells under a higher average air flow rate. After
00 s another cell began to suffer flooding, which caused the
nstable pressure drop again. For this cell, it took a longer time
o be fully flooded, a series of frequency peaks being the evi-

f
n
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ig. 6. (a) Changes of dominant frequency of air/cathode pressure drop and stack volt
requency of air/cathode pressure drop and stack voltage with time when stack started f
rop and stack voltage with time when stack started from idle to 4 A load; (d) chang
ime when stack started from idle to 6 A load.
nued ).

ence. The abrupt stack voltage drop also appeared later than

requency becoming almost zero. Again, although the air did
ot pass the flooded cell, its cell voltage saw a gradual decrease
t first and then the abrupt drop after a while. Both the fre-
uency peak and flat bottom can be used as the diagnostic tool

age with time when stack started from idle to 1 A load; (b) changes of dominant
rom idle to 2 A load; (c) changes of dominant frequency of air/cathode pressure
es of dominant frequency of air/cathode pressure drop and stack voltage with
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or in-process flooding and cease of air flow to the flooded cell,
espectively. It should be addressed that the initial and final fre-
uency peaks are due to the algorithm regarding the window
ize. Also, there may be some liquid water left in the stack that
aused the frequency peaks before 150 s. The system was always
nstable at initial start-up due to the low stack temperature and
iquid water left inside from previous operation. As a result, the
requency plot at the beginning and end may be ignored in the
nalysis as a diagnostic tool.

As shown in Fig. 6b, frequency change with time in 2 A load
tart-up case was much more complicated. The initial flat bottom
f low frequency was attributed to the increased air flow rate in
his case, which may be capable of removing the remaining water
n the channels rapidly. On the other hand, fresh water generated
ia the reaction was too less to influence the air flow at initial
tart-up. Consequently, the pressure drop was relatively stable
or approximately 1000 s. The initial stack voltage drop was due
o the unstable electrochemistry and warming up status right
fter start-up.

After 1000 s, the frequency began to oscillate. Every peak cor-
esponds to the in-process flooding in the gas diffusion layer and
hannel. As mentioned before, the stack voltage oscillation was
ecause the air flow was capable of removing the water in one or
wo flooded cells if too many cell channels were blocked. There-
ore, the bottoms of frequency oscillation were the indication
hat one or two cells that were flooded previously had recovered
fter the water was removed. Notice the stack voltage and dom-
nant frequency signals from 2000 s to 3500 s approximately,
hese two signals present a roughly 180◦ phase delay relation-
hip if modeled by a sine function, i.e., the peak of stack voltage
orresponds to the bottom of frequency and vise versa. The water
ooding-removal cycle essentially determined the phase reverse
f these two signals. Similarly in this case, a stable stack voltage
ith one or several simultaneous frequency peaks predicted an

brupt voltage drop after a period of time.
Fig. 6c shows that in 4 A start-up case, the frequency oscil-

ation also occurred with even more higher peaks. This can be
xplained by the fact that at 4 A load, more water was generating,
mposing more disturbance on the air flow. Again, the reverse
hase of stack voltage signal and frequency signal was observed.

As shown in Fig. 6d, initially it took almost 1000 s for the
requency to start the oscillations. This is because, at 6 A load
he air flow rate was high (2 SLPM), small amount of water
as readily removed and could not disturb the air flow until the

eaction rate increased with stack temperature, sufficient water
eing capable to flood the cell. The stack voltage oscillation
efore 1000 s may be related to the unstable and uneven mass
ransport, since there was still certain amount of water, either
reshly generated or previously left, in the gas diffusion layer.
ere it is shown again that initially after start-up, the frequency

nformation may not be well utilized as a diagnostic tool for
tack voltage. In this case, finally the stack voltage fell to zero
nd the load was shutdown owing to the flooding in all cells.

uring the final voltage drop to zero, frequency saw a series
f intense oscillations obviously due to the great amount of
ater in the channel. The air flow still passed the stack, probably

hrough several cells whose channels were not fully blocked, but

t
c
T
d
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eing highly disturbed by water and unable to reach the catalyst
ayer.

.2.5. Dominant frequency of anode pressure drop versus
tack voltage

Fig. 7a–d present the anode pressure drop frequency changes
ith time for different start-up cases. Increased amount of oscil-

ations were observed compared with the cathode pressure drop.
he frequency peaks, again, were due to the water disturbance

n the channels or even gas diffusion layer. For hydrogen, such
isturbance was more obvious since its momentum was much
ower than air. As a result, even though there was only small
mount of water at the anode, the frequency saw the oscillation.

hen more water was present at the anode (see the areas of
nal voltage drop in Fig. 7a, b, and d), such oscillation became

ncreasingly apparent. However, due to the sensitivity of hydro-
en pressure drop to water and the fact that water at anode was
sually from cathode back diffusion, it may not be good practice
o use frequency of anode pressure drop as a diagnostic tool for
he stack voltage. It is preferred to focus on cathode pressure
rop as the diagnostic tool.

.3. Current step-up cases

.3.1. Stack voltage responses

.3.1.1. Non-oscillation cases. In cases 1 and 3 in Table 3,
tack voltage oscillation was not observed during current step-
p. Stack voltage reached the new steady-state after a period of
ime.

Figs. 8 and 9 show the stack voltage responses in non-
scillating cases. As shown in Fig. 8, when excess coefficient for
ir was 1.5, before the current step the stack voltage stabilized
t about 2.4 V, indicating that only three cells were not flooded.
t appears that air flow at excess coefficient of 1.5 was unable to
emove the flooding water at any current load thereby maintain-
ng the steady-state of the stack. After the current step-up, it took
everal minutes to stabilize, still only three cells being active.

hen excess coefficient for air was 3, which means the air flow
as strong enough to remove flooding water, the steady-state
as also achievable. As shown in Fig. 9, before the current step

t least nine cells were active with a total voltage of 7–7.6 V.
owever, after step-up the stack voltage either increased (1–2 A

nd 1–3 A cases) due to recovery of one cell, or decreased due
o inactivity of one flooded cell (1–4 A case) or the elevated cur-
ent (1–6 A case). The flooding was still observed at one cell,
nd it could not recover later. That is why the oscillation was not
bserved when the air excess coefficient was high. It could be
ttributed to the fact that the air flow removed water in other nine
ctive cells and maintained the reaction. The air flow could not
ass through the flooded cell due to its increased flow resistance.

.3.1.2. Oscillation cases. As shown in Fig. 10a–d, when the
ir excess coefficient was fixed at 2, oscillations occurred similar

o the observations in the start-up cases, which could be as well
onsidered as responses under current step-up starting from zero.
he authors concluded that the air excess coefficient or flow rate
etermined the stack voltage oscillations. The air excess coeffi-
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Fig. 7. (a) Changes of dominant frequency of hydrogen/anode pressure drop and stack voltage with time when stack started from idle to 1 A load; (b) changes of
d me w
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ominant frequency of hydrogen/anode pressure drop and stack voltage with ti
ydrogen/anode pressure drop and stack voltage with time when stack started fr
rop and stack voltage with time when stack started from idle to 6 A load.
ient must be at a medium level to oscillate the stack voltage. For
nstance, an excess coefficient of 2 is standard value for air in
uel cell industry; however, from the observations it is suggested
higher value may be preferred for stack operation, although the

ig. 8. Stack voltage responses after current step-up with excess coefficient fixed
t 1.5 for air and 1.2 for hydrogen.

o
t
e
t

F
a

hen stack started from idle to 2 A load; (c) changes of dominant frequency of
le to 4 A load; (d) changes of dominant frequency of hydrogen/anode pressure
scillations may also be attributed to the design and manufac-
uring problems specifically for this stack. In addition, operation
xperience gained in the current step-up cases in turn provided
he authors some hint that the start-up cases should be run at

ig. 9. Stack voltage responses after current step-up with excess coefficient fixed
t 3 for air and 1.2 for hydrogen.
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Fig. 10. (a) Stack voltage response after current step-up from 1 A to 2 A with excess coefficient fixed at 2 for air and 1.2 for hydrogen; (b) stack voltage response
after current step-up from 1 A to 3 A with excess coefficient fixed at 2 for air and 1.2 for hydrogen; (c) stack voltage response after current step-up from 1 A to 4 A
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ith excess coefficient fixed at 2 for air and 1.2 for hydrogen; (d) stack voltage
ir and 1.2 for hydrogen.

xcess coefficient of 2 for air, otherwise the voltage oscillation
ay not be observed.

.3.2. Dominant frequency of pressure drop versus stack
oltage

Using the same data processing technique and procedure,
he dominant frequency of the cathode/anode pressure drop
ignal in the current step-up cases was also analyzed by com-
aring with the stack voltage change. Similar relationship
etween dominant frequency of pressure drop and stack voltage
as observed. For reasons of brevity, these plots, which may
raw exactly similar conclusions as above, are not presented
ere.

. Conclusions
In this study, the steady-state performance and dynamic
ehavior of a commercial 10-cell fuel cell stack was investigated
sing a self-developed PEM fuel cell test stand. It was found that

s
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w

nse after current step-up from 1 A to 6 A with excess coefficient fixed at 2 for

hen air excess coefficient was fixed at 2, the stack voltage expe-
ienced obvious and long-time oscillations after either the stack
tarted from idle to a constant current load or stepped up from
A to an elevated current. In order to correlate stack voltage with

he cathode/anode pressure drop, the fast Fourier transform tech-
ique and specifically designed data processing procedure were
pplied to find the dominant frequency of pressure drop, which
uccessfully revealed the relationship. The dominant frequency
f the cathode pressure drop was observed to predict the abrupt
tack voltage increase and decrease. The peak of the dominant
requency of cathode pressure drop was found to be an indica-
ion the commencement of cathode water flooding. The phase
everse between the dominant frequency and stack voltage was
lso observed in the start-up to 2 A and 4 A load cases. These
elationships exist because changes of dominant frequency and

tack voltage are due to the same physics, that is, the water
ooding-removal cycle in the cathode. For the dominant fre-
uency of anode pressure drop, it was a direct indication of the
ater amount at anode, peak of which could be considered an
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ndication of sudden presence of water at anode. Such water was
sually from the cathode due to back diffusion.

It is potentially possible for the pressure drop signal to be
tilized as a diagnostic tool for stack voltage. Furthermore, in a
EM fuel cell power system, the stack output could be predicted
y pressure drop signal and then controlled by adjusting the flow
ate of reactants. However, for this purpose, more experiments
re necessary to collect data for different configurations of fuel
ell stack under different operating conditions so that a math-
matical model describing such relationship can be developed,
hich could be most challenging. Additionally, an algorithm to
etermine the optimum window size in performing fast Fourier
ransform may also be necessary to guarantee that the domi-
ant frequency information is well retained and less noise is
resent.
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